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Introduc7on 
 

When I was liTle, my parents would put me and my sisters on their knees and raTle off “The 

Grand Old Duke of York.” The grand old Duke of York, it goes, 

  He had ten thousand men, 
  He marched them up to the top of the hill 
  And he marched them down again. 
 
  And when they were up they were up, 
  And when they were down they were down, 
  And when they were only half-way up 
  They were neither up nor down. 

“The Grand Old Duke of York,” TradiIonal 
 

They probably bounced me along to that nursery rhyme hundreds of Imes, and I probably 

bounced my kids along to it hundreds more. It’s certainly memorable; it’s full of repeIIons, 

rhythm, and rhyme that, for our family, has become a generaIonal ear worm. The memorability 

of these types of figures—repeIIon, rhythm, and rhyme—has long been recognized. The 

existence of figuraIon in early texts “indicates clearly that one of the chief funcIons of figures 

was to resist message degradaIon both individually and culturally” (Harris, “DemenIa, 

Rhetorical Schemes, and CogniIve Resilience” 4). In other words, these kinds of uTerances—

nursery rhymes, proverbs, sayings—are made to be remembered, and they are good at it. An 

apple a day; Birds of a feather; One, two, buckle my shoe; Mary had a li@le lamb—we all have a 

repertoire of them (though different for everyone) that we can pull out at a moment’s noIce, 

no maTer how long it’s been since we last heard them. It’s how, despite an intermission of 

decades, I came to be bouncing my kids up and down that hill. And it’s how I came to sing them 

a lullaby about the devil. 

  My mommy told me something that liTle girls should know 
  It’s all about the devil and I’ve learned to hate him so 
  I know he’ll be unhappy ‘cause I’ll never wear a frown 
  Maybe if we keep on smiling he’ll get Ired of hangin’ round 

 “You are My Sunshine/Open Up Your Heart,” Anne Murray 
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I’m not, generally speaking, an Anne Murray fan, but my mother must have been. We listened 

to Murray’s album, There’s a Hippo in My Tub unIl we became too old to appreciate the 

humour of hippos in tubs any longer. We must have listened to it on LP, but I can’t remember 

the spinning of the record, or the stereo it played on, or the room where it all happened; I can, 

however, sIll sing this song in its enIrety, including the extra background bits (baaa ba da ba). 

Why should I remember that melody? Those baaa ba da ba’s? Well, it turns out the melody to 

“You Are My Sunshine” is as full of figures—fuller, maybe—as the “Grand Old Duke” (see 

appendix 10 for a lisIng of them). Which brings me to a figure of my own because you read that 

correctly, though it may need repeaIng: the melody is full of figures. These two arIfacts of my 

childhood even realize some of the same figures: ploke, epanaphora, isocolon, and epizeuxis, 

for instance. Anne Murray may not have known she was tapping into the figures that would 

make her recording so memorable, but that’s exactly what she did. 

 

Making something memorable, however, is just one job of rhetorical figures. Some of their 

other jobs may also include carrying some of the most important informaIon in any text 

(Alliheedi and Di Marco) and influencing assessments of truthfulness (Kara-Yakoubian et al.). Of 

course, for a long Ime, they were seen as merely ornamental, or perhaps organizaIonal. But 

that is beginning to change: “The realizaIon that rhetorical figures correspond to paTerns and 

structures that are deeply inscribed in human thought and experience, and in the physical 

world, has sIll barely begun to reveal its implicaIons for our understanding of every aspect of 

existence” (Paul 22). The figures in nursery rhymes don’t just perform useful jobs that help us 

remember, or share, or believe informaIon, they resonate with the way we think. And, as David 

Porter writes, the appearance and “surprising persistence” (119) of the same paTerns in both 

literature and music is significant. I’m going to make the case that these same paTerns and 

figures that are resonaIng with the way we think are performing the very same role in music. 

 

This project takes as its starIng place Mehlenbacher et al.’s “understanding of rhetorical figures 

as reflecIons of cogniIve processes” (124) and looks for those reflecIons in rhetorical figures 
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present in music. Using chiasmus as a representaIve figural paTern, I aim to match textual 

examples with (instrumental) music examples from across the globe and over 2,000+ years of 

history. Showing the existence of chiasmus in music at the same Imes and places as chiasmus in 

text will suggest an overlapping relaIonship between language and music and deepen our 

understanding of our neurocogniIve processes and their spheres of influence. Finally, I will 

suggest some potenIal therapeuIc implicaIons of learning more about the connecIons 

between music, language, and the brain1. 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

  

 
1 In what follows, I consider music from many places and periods, some of which fall outside (or before) the use of 
Western nota:on. While acknowledging the built-in biases that can make the transcrip:on into Western nota:on 
problema:c, it is the nota:on I have used, and trust that any approxima:ons do not take away from my argument. 
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Figures Abound 
Figures of speech abound. They abound in literature: 

  BeTer a wiTy fool 
  than a foolish wit. 

Shakespeare, TwelCh Night in Grothe, 7 
 

in poliIcs: 

  Ask not what your country can do for you-- 
      ask what you can do for your country. 

John F. Kennedy 
 

and in plain, everyday conversaIons, like the ones we had with my husband’s Grandpa Fred, 

who frequently said grandfatherly things like: 

  You’re a real fart smeller… 
  I mean, a real smart feller. 

Grandpa Fred 
 

I’m wriIng this paper in my closet, which I’ve repurposed as an office, so you can imagine the 

size and comfort of the space. My chair is buvng up against the leg of my desk, the cords 

running to the various inputs are a tangle of tumbleweeds tripping me up if I try to leave, which 

I owen do, because it’s airless, and hot as a furnace in here. My white noise machine is furiously 

pumping out its staIc, trying to drown out the sound of my husband on the phone in the next 

room, his disembodied voice floaIng through the cracks in the door. But the show must go on, 

and research papers must be wriTen, even about things as humdrum as rhetorical figures, 

which are everywhere, always. Including right here in this paragraph, where I’ve used figures 

like alliteraIon, assonance, metaphor, parison, personificaIon, rhyme, simile; and, to the best 

of my ability, enargia.  

 

Far from being some kind of elite linguisIc cherry on top of a pedestrian sundae, figures are 

“the stuff of ordinary language,” Anthony Paul writes in Chiasmus + Culture, “not a laTer-day 

product of civilizaIon but fundamental producIve principles of human discourse” (20). Randy 

Harris goes even further: “Language cannot but be figured,” (Harris, “Knowing, Rhetoric, 
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Science” 165) he explains, invoking Edward Sapir’s metaphor of “well-worn grooves of 

expression” (41) through which language runs. If figures are grooves, “deeply guiding, 

impressing, and in-forming” (Lissner 10) as they shape language, the shapes they make can tell 

us things about how we think and know, about how “our brains percolate and process” (Harris 

et al. 229). Figures abound because they reflect our everyday, all-the-Ime, ordinary thought 

paTerns. Figures abound because they are cogniIve. 

 

But what does that mean, that figures are cogniHve? It means there’s a reason for the ubiquity 

of figures beyond any impulse towards linguisIc ornamentaIon. Jeanne Fahnestock sees 

rhetoric and cogniIon as two sides of the same coin. She argues that the aTenIon paid to 

stylisIc rhetoric (figures) is validated by the discoveries that language following those paTerns 

has a stronger life in the brain—it is more memorable and more meaningful (Fahnestock, 

“Rhetoric in the Age of CogniIve Science”). Harris puts it this way: “Rhetorical figures are 

neurocogniIvely moIvated linguisIc assemblages which achieve degrees of salience, 

memorability, and aestheIc pleasure by the way they recruit our biases for parIcular paTerns 

and relaIonships” (Harris, “DemenIa, Rhetorical Schemes, and CogniIve Resilience” 3). So 

many rhetorical figures use repeIIon, for instance, because our brains like repeIIon. Figures 

such as anadiplosis, epiphora, parison, ploke, and others—all forms of repeIIon—are “portals 

to the inner-workings of the human mind” (Mehlenbacher et al. 124). The same goes for figures 

using paTerns like symmetry and anIthesis; they tell us that these are the ways our brains are 

wired. 

 

Rhetorical figures, the linguisIc shapes our brains create, are cogniIve. So far, so good. But this 

project is about music, and we’ll have to pivot towards it with some small epistemological steps. 

We can agree that our brains think in certain paTerns, and love recreaIng those shapes in 

language. Thus, the same rhetorical figures have been showing up in language since at least the 

fathers of rhetoric—Aristotle, QuinIlian, etc.—were discussing them. Hence, anything the brain 

makes should have evidence of these age-old and lasIng paTerns. The brain makes music; 
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hence and thus, these paTerns should equally be in music as they are in language. My goal with 

this project is to find them. 
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Music, Language, and Abounding Figures 
While so much of music is percepIble (e.g., the physical movements of playing instruments, the 

sounds that playing produces), there is a wealth of impercepIble processes that are required 

for us to experience music (Loui and Przysinda). Thanks to neuroimaging tools that allow us to 

capture different types of acIvity across the brain, we’re able to see, and learn from, this 

otherwise invisible informaIon. We now have evidence that processing various aspects of music 

and language acIvates the same areas of the brain (W. F. Thompson; Koelsch), that events in 

the brain that were previously thought to be language-specific are also elicited by music events 

(Patel et al.), and that there may be resources that are shared between language and musical 

structural integraIon processes (Patel, “Language, Music, Syntax and the Brain”).  The 

increasing evidence of overlap in the cogniIve realm begs a quesIon about the similariIes 

between language and music. 

 

There is divided opinion about the relaIonship between language and music. The intuiIon that 

they are connected in important ways has lasted thousands of years without seTling on either 

the quanIty or quality of those connecIons. The parallels between these two domains include 

the similar behaviours in rhythm (Temperley) and prosody and syntax (Patel, Music, Language, 

and the Brain). The syntacIc similariIes include recursion (London), dependent relaIonships 

(Rohrmeier), and normaIve rules that seem to be recognizable by non-experts (Koelsch). In fact, 

there are so many similariIes between music and language, some find it easier to idenIfy what 

is dissimilar: mainly, the presence or absence of a lexicon (Katz and Pesetsky). “[W]hat language 

and music have in common,” Katz and Pesetsky write, “is not their building blocks (which are 

different), but what they do with them” (3). The component parts of leTers and words in 

language and notes and rhythms in music can’t necessarily be made to correlate, but the 

hierarchies and systems they become can. With so much likeness between music and language, 

the idea of aTempIng a comparison of the building blocks can be very tempIng, but we quickly 

realize the difficulty of such a project. 
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The impossibility of assigning a direct line between the component parts of linguisIc and 

musical phrases lies in the differing amounts of informaIon encoded in musical and linguisIc 

uTerances. LinguisIc phrases are built from phonemes, morphemes, and lexemes, and move 

linearly along a horizontal plane. Musical phrases travel verIcally and horizontally at the same 

Ime. Phrases are built from notes and rhythm (the horizontal plane) and harmony and beat 

(the verIcal plane), and a singular sound may stand in for all four elements simultaneously. 

Also, in language, the markers for the idenIficaIon of lexemes (or morphemes or phonemes) 

don’t change. A lexeme will always be a word, for instance. But this isn’t the case with music. 

Melodically, a lexeme might correspond to a note. Harmonically, a lexeme might correspond to 

one arIculaIon of a chord, including all the notes making it up. Rhythmically, a lexeme might 

correspond to either, or both. And these three planes—the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic—

all happen synchronously, so that one musical uTerance might correspond to a lexeme, a 

morpheme, and a phoneme all at once. Outside of semanIc meaning, the wealth of 

informaIon in each musical uTerance is much denser than in a linguisIc uTerance, so no one-

to-one translaIon can be possible. But if this is the case, and we can’t turn a line of music into a 

line of prose, how can we make claims about the presence of rhetorical figures in music? 

 

The history of rhetorical figures in music is long and varied. During the resurgence of rhetoric as 

an important—and popular—field of study in the 16th to 18th centuries, music theorists,  

composers, and pracIIoners used rhetorical terms as a vocabulary for talking about and 

creaIng music, making “claims for the importance of rhetoric in music” (Vickers 9). The 

connecIons between music and language began to be expressed at this Ime through text 

sevng or word painIng, an expressive composiIonal technique that purported to “reveal the 

meaning of the text in and through [the] music” (Bartel 19), or, at least, the composer’s “reading 

of [the] text” (Godt 123). This idea, that the lyrics and the music of a piece work together to 

create meaning, is sIll widely accepted, to the exclusion of other ideas about music rhetoric. 

Deanna and Timothy Sellnow argue that “the rhetorical power of music can only be ascertained 

effecIvely by considering both lyrical content and musical score” (396), casIng music as 
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something of a junior partner in meaning-making2. Whether or not this is the case is outside the 

scope of this project, but there is at least another way of understanding rhetoric and music. 

 

In language, figures are not merely ornamental but provide a model of our cogniIve processes; 

if there are figures in music, they must do the same. Indeed, if music is shaped by the same 

cogniIve processes as language, and we have seen evidence suggesIng it is, then there must be 

figures in music. I can hear flocks of Baroque theorists calling across Ime that of course there 

are figures in music, they have said so all along. But Baroque theorists got the labelling of 

figures wrong as owen as they might have got it right, “coin[ing] some abusive pseudo-figures 

that had nothing to do with the original literary rhetoric” (Lanza 198). I certainly hope to avoid 

abusing literary rhetoric, but I do want to be able to idenIfy in music the same cogniIve shapes 

and paTerns that are so readily idenIfiable in language. Namely, I want to find chiasmus. 

 

 

  

 
2 What music might mean is an even bigger debate, and I’m not going to address it in this paper. 
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The Figure: Chiasmus 
Chiasmus is a “grammaIcal structure that inverts a previous phrase” (“Chiasmus”). It can be 

represented as ABBA, or: 

   

I chose this figure for its shape: the cross-wise repeIIon making an X is undeniably recognizable 

and delivers a “wow” factor not found in many other figures: 

 

Frederick Douglass 
  

In fact, there are different kinds of chiasmi, what Harris and others call the ChiasHc Suite. 

AnImetabole is the prototypical form, involving reverse lexical repeIIon in at least two 

elements. The above is an example of anImetabole. Other kinds of chiasmi involve reverse 

syntacIc, phonological, morphological, or semanIc repeIIon. All of them, however, in one way 

or another, make that recognizable X shape. 

 

Chiasmi owen do not work alone but in concert with other figures “to make that specific 

uTerance salient, memorable, aestheIcally pleasurable, and effecIve” (Harris, “GrammaIcal 

ConstrucIons and Rhetorical Figures: The Case of Chiasmus” 11). For instance, as well as 

anImetabole, the Douglass quote also realizes epanaphora, mesodiplosis, and isocolon. All of 

these figures work together to create a gut-punch of a quote, one that has endured in public 

memory for well over a hundred years. 
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Western Tonal Music in a Very Small Nutshell 
Many of the musical examples in this project are from, or adjacent to, the tradiIon of Western 

tonal music, and that is the tradiIon that I am trained in. For those two reasons, it seems best 

to briefly introduce some of its foundaIonal ideas that I will be referencing throughout. 

 

Perhaps the most important characterisIc of Western tonal music, and the one it is named for, 

is that it has a tonal center “that provides a center of gravity” (Kostka et al. xiii) and arranges all 

other notes into a relaIonal hierarchy (Nikolsky). This tonal center is called the tonic, and is the 

most important pitch (Jones 86) in any piece of music. When arranged into chords, these notes 

create the harmonic sequences, or chord progressions, that give to music a feeling of 

movement and meaning. 

 

In the same way grammarians can parse sentences, finding the parts of speech and seeing how 

they work together, music theorists do the same thing with music. Rather than analyzing words, 

music theorists idenIfy and analyze chords to see how they interact with other chords, and how 

they approach, or delay, tonic resoluIon, which is the goal of most Western tonal music. 

 

When analyzing harmonic funcIon, we owen talk about three categories of chords: tonic (I), 

dominant (V), and sub-dominant (IV). Sub-dominant chords want to move towards dominant 

chords. Dominant chords want to move towards tonic chords; it is as though the dominant is a 

quesIon, the tonic is the answer, and the quesIon and answer are inextricably linked. Tonic 

chords begin and end phrases; they are stopping points. In a chord progression, we can map this 

movement to help understand how the music is working towards a music goal. Some of the 

examples in this project highlight the relaIonship between the tonic and dominant, and the way 

the dominant always looks ahead to resolving to the tonic.  

 

I’ve kept the discussion of music theory to a minimum (and to the very broadest of strokes), but 

I hope I’ve given enough to understand something about the musical building blocks that go 

into creaIng musical figures. 
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Methodology 
Most of the textual examples of chiasmus come from Dr. Mardy Grothe’s book, Never Let a Fool 

Kiss You or a Kiss Fool You. In choosing which figures to use, I privileged quotes by women and 

people of colour. When there was a geographical or historical gap not filled by Grothe’s book, I 

went to various other sources, including scholarly arIcles focusing on chiasmus, and the 

websites RheOig.com and Goodreads (where I scoured their quotes pages for chiasmus). 

 

Finding music examples was a liTle harder, if only because no one has published a handy 

collecIon of musical chiasmi. As much as possible, I matched a text example with a music 

example from a contemporaneous composer. But just as not every piece of wriIng uses 

chiasmus, I didn’t expect to find chiasmus in every piece of music. If I couldn’t find it in the 

music of my first-choice composer, I tried another composer from the same Ime and place. 

 

Looking for chiasmus in music meant reading the score when one was available and listening to 

pieces when a recording was available. Ideally, I would do both at the same Ime, but that 

wasn’t always possible.  

 

Choosing, and naming, musical examples 
I wanted this work to be accessible to non-musicians, which meant the elements of any musical 

chiasmus would have to be readily idenIfiable. I decided to pursue the kind of exact repeIIon 

we find in anImetabole. Taking the definiIon of anImetabole as inverse lexical repeIIon, it’s 

fairly easy to idenIfy these in language. Either the words repeat in the right order, or they don’t. 

AnImetabole can be recognizable even in an unfamiliar language—the repeIIon and ordering 

of the words is plain to see, even if understanding the words isn’t possible. To find these figures 

in music, however, we would first have to decide what corresponds to a lexeme. Hearkening 

back to our earlier discussion, this was not a task I was willing to take on. In music, there are 

granular elements of melody, of rhythm, of harmony, and of form all working at the same Ime 

in separate but connected relaIonships; something which looks like a lexeme in one looks more 

like a morpheme or phoneme in another, and vice versa. For that reason, I didn’t use the label 
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“anImetabole.” Instead, when I found exact reverse repeIIon, either melodically, rhythmically, 

or harmonically, I called this a fixed chiasmus. 

 

SomeImes, while there was clearly a chiasIc figure in a piece of music, I couldn’t call it a fixed 

chiasmus because there was enough deviaIon in the elements that something other than exact 

repeIIon was going on. In most cases, the deviaIon was contained to the second A-secIon, 

which, changes notwithstanding, was sIll clearly referring to the first A-secIon in a significant 

way. In these situaIons, I called the figure a varia/onal chiasmus.   

 

What follows is a more detailed descripIon of variaIonal chiasmus and each of four types of 

fixed chiasmus using examples from four different pieces from the Mozart family. 

 

Varia&onal Chiasmus 
I took my cue for this kind of chiasmus from another figure of the chiasIc suite, anImetalepsis. 

This is a figure of “reverse repeIIon either of sense or of reference” (RhetFig). A good example 

comes from this tradiIonal children’s song: 

  Old King Cole was a merry old soul 

      and a merry old soul was he 

RhetFig 

“He” is clearly referring to, and standing in place of, “Old King Cole,” but it’s not a repeIIon of 

“Old King Cole.” “Old King Cole” and “he” obviously go together, but, again, not because of 

lexical repeIIon. 

 

I found the same thing happening in music. Either melodically or harmonically, two bits of music 

would obviously belong together, but not because of repeIIon. Here is an example: 
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 “Minuet: From Nannerl’s Notebook,” Mozart 

 

The B-secIons are an exact repeIIon, but the A-secIons are not. They do, however, fairly 

obviously belong together: they start on the same note, they have the same rhythm, and they 

have the same harmonic profile. The first bar in each A-secIon is arIculaIng the dominant 

chord and the second bar in each is arIculaIng the tonic. An important difference is that in the 

second bar of the first A-secIon, the note in the right hand is a G, the dominant. The answering 

tonic comes at the end of the second A-secIon, in the C in the right hand. So, again, these 

secIons are related, not because of repeIIon, but because of the ways the second A-secIon is 

referring to the first.  

 

Fixed Melodic Chiasmus 
Here, I was looking for elements comprised of notes or phrases that made up part of the 

melody: 
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 “MenueTo and Trio in G,” Mozart 

 

In this example, there is a repeated melodic moIf that ends with four notes which make up the 

chiasmus. Each element consists of one note, and all four of the elements are in the same voice 

(here, the right hand of the piano piece) making up the main melody. 

 

Fixed Rhythmic Chiasmus 
This type of chiasmus occurs in the rhythm, irrespecIve of what the melody or harmony are 

doing. This example has a fixed rhythmic chiasmus in the right hand: 

 

 

 “Minuet: From Nannerl’s Notebook,” Mozart 

 

If we take the rhythm out of its harmonic and melodic context, it looks like this: 

A 

A 

B cont’d… 

B 
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Each element is 2 bars long, and the repeIIon, rhythmically, is exact. 

 

Fixed Harmonic Chiasmus 
This type of chiasmus involves harmonic structure. This example, “Ah, Vous Dirai-je, Maman,” 

(commonly known as “Twinkle Twinkle LiTle Star”) begins with two very simple lines that look 

like two melodies: 

 
 “Ah vous dirai-je, maman,”3 Mozart 

 

Taking each voice (upper and lower) separately and moving horizontally, we would certainly call 

these “melody.” Taking them verIcally, however, they together form chords that make up the 

 
3 This passage is actually a fixed full chiasmus (except for one ornamenta:on), but I’m using it as an example of 
fixed harmonic chiasmus (which it also is) because the chord progression is simple and easy to see. 
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harmonic structure, or chord progression, of the piece, which we can then analyze. I’ve done a 

very high-level analysis showing the basic chords.  

 

This piece is in the key of C, which is the tonic (I). The A-secIons extend the tonic harmony unIl 

the end where they briefly move through a very typical cadenIal paTern (IV – V – I) to finish 

and strengthen the tonic. The B-secIons rest on a G chord, the dominant (V) chord. 

Harmonically, we have: 

 
 

It is a fixed harmonic chiasmus, where the elements are chords that give us the perfect inverse 

repeIIon of this figure. 

 

Fixed Full Chiasmus 
When the melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic dimensions all realize chiasmus together, I called 

this a fixed full chiasmus. The following is a great example: 

 

A A B B 
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 “Allegro,”4 Mozart 

 

The A-secIons begin and end this piece, the B-secIons take up the middle, and the secIons are 

repeated exactly. 

 

Without further ado, we turn now to the research, with examples separated by conInent. 

 
4 For the following music examples, I will con:nue the conven:on of using red boxes to indicate A-sec:ons, and 
blue boxes to indicate B-sec:ons, but I won’t con:nue to put the leGers above them. 
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Asia 

 
Some of the oldest preserved melodies and songs that we’ve found come from Asia. As 

promised, I’ve matched examples of chiasmus from these ancient pieces of music to examples 

of chiasmus in ancient texts. 

 

China 
The melody, “You Lan,” is thought to perhaps be the oldest complete, wriTen melody in the 

world (J. Thompson). The surviving manuscript is dated from at least the 7th century CE, but 

some believe the melody itself was wriTen by Confucius (551-479 BC), who gave us 

anImetabolic thoughts such as: 
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Don’t worry that other people don’t know you;                                                                   
     worry that you don’t know other people.5 

Grothe, 12 
and 

    Advance the honest over the crooked, and the people will be loyal. 
  Advance the crooked over the honest, and the people will be disloyal. 

Grothe, 66 
and 

  The superior man is easy to serve, but difficult to please… 
    The inferior man is difficult to serve, but easy to please. 

Grothe, 70 
 

But Confucius was not alone in his use of chiasmus. East Asian Languages and Literatures 

scholar David McCraw writes that “tradiIonal Chinese writers ubiquitously, exuberantly 

wielded… chiasmus” (68). It’s no wonder, then, that there is chiasmus in this ancient Chinese 

song, where the ABBA structure is arIculated by singles notes: 

 
“Jieshi Diao You Lan,” reconstructed by John Thompson 

 

The rhythm doesn’t repeat exactly, and there is only implied harmony present (because it’s 

wriTen for a solo instrument), but because of the exact repeIIon of the pitches, in each case 

this figure is a fixed melodic chiasmus. 

 
5 Chiasmus is very maintained in transla:on and rarely imposed by translator, but I have not had sufficient :me and 
opportunity to map transla:ons back against originals.  
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Another example occurs further along in the piece; here, the structure ABCCBA is arIculated 

with elements which each have two notes: 

 
“Jieshi Diao You Lan,” reconstructed by John Thompson 

 

Again, the rhythms are not repeated exactly, and harmony is not at play, making this a fixed 

melodic chiasmus. 

 

India 
The semi-improvisaIonal melodies of Indian ragas are thousands of years old. Ragas defy 

notaIon, especially Western notaIon. For one thing, they account for twenty-two notes within 

the octave, while the Western scale can only accommodate twelve; any transcripIon will only 

be an approximaIon. That being said, indianclassicalmusic.com offers instrucIonal videos with 

Western notaIon for various ragas, including Raag Bhairav, which, in this instance, has a couple 

of chiasIc phrases: 

 
 “Raag Bhairav,” Ramnath  
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The first phrase: 

 
doesn’t seem to be the balanced figure we’re looking for. But upon listening, it becomes clear 

the first C-sharp 16th note is just a grace note, barely interrupIng what would otherwise be the 

doTed half note that would match the one at the end. That leaves the two inner beats which 

are idenIcal. To the ear, despite the brief interrupIon in the first A-secIon, it is ABBA. 

 

The second phrase is even clearer: 

 
 

Like the last phrase, the B-secIons are idenIcal, and apart from a slight rhythmic lengthening at 

the end of the phrase, so are the A-secIons. Both of these phrases are fixed melodic chiasmi. 

 

Audiences thousands of years ago might have heard something very similar to these melodies 

while reading The Panchatantra, an ancient book of animal fables that offers morals such as: 

  BeTer have as king a vulture advised by swans 
           than a swan advised by vultures.  

Grothe, 67 
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Israel 
The Talmud is a collecIon of Jewish wriIngs that date from the 3rd to 6th centuries CE (Yehuda). 

The wriIngs include interpretaIons of Jewish law and rules for moral living, like this one: 

     Happy is the Ime where the great listen to the small, 
  For in such a generaIon the small will listen to the great. 

Grothe, 72 
 

The Torah—which the Talmud interprets—has markings throughout that have recently been 

understood to be a kind of musical notaIon called “cheironomy.” Musicologist Suzanne Haik-

Vantoura has hypothesized a translaIon of these markings that may allow us to hear music 

exactly as it was performed 2000+ years ago (Levy). While not everyone agrees with her 

hypothesis, her work is acknowledged by the NaIonal Library of Israel and has been recorded 

by early music specialists, the San Antonio Vocal Arts Ensemble (SAVAE).  

 

The song “Bircath Cohenim” uses Vantoura’s interpretaIon to “give people an idea of how 

music derived from encoded notaIons in the Bible may have sounded” (SAVAE). It begins: 

 
and ends: 

 
 “Bircath Cohenim,” SAVAE 

 

with a fixed melodic chiasmus. In the first instance, the A and B secIons rotate around F-sharps 

in the middle. In both phrases, there are different numbers of syllables in the lyrics of each 

secIon. To the ear, however, the same weight is given to each secIon, regardless of the number 

of syllables.  
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Russia 
While KonstanIn Stanislavsky (1863-1938), the Russian actor, director, and creator of the 

Stanislavsky method was saying things like: 

  Love the art in yourself, 
   not yourself in the art.  

Grothe, 43 
 

the Russian composer, Tchaikovsky (1840-1893), was creaIng some of the most famous 

melodies in the world. The piece, “Old French Song,” from his Children’s Album begins with a 

longer example of chiasmus: 

 
“Old French Song,” Tchaikovsky 

 

While the B-secIons are repeated exactly, the A-secIons are mirrored. Rather than exact 

repeIIons, they perform an anItheIcal funcIon, as the second A-secIon becomes almost an 

opposite of, or answer to, the first. In this case, the 8th notes of the first A-secIon ascend step-

wise from the G to the D, and in the second A-secIon they descend back down, landing with a 

final leap on the D which matches the pick-up note at the beginning of the passage. With the 

repeIIon in the B-secIons and the clear reference of the second A-secIon to the first A-

secIon, this is an example of a variaIonal chiasmus. 

 

This melody is very catchy—you only need to hear it once to be humming it all day. Just as 

collocaIons make figures in language more memorable, the same is true in music; there are a 

number of figures working together in this melody, and most of them have to do with the 

repeated D (see appendix 4). Including the octaves, the D is repeated eight Imes (ploke); the 

melody circles around it, highlighIng it as an anchor it keeps returning to. Most of the phrases 
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begin on D and all of the phrases end on D (symploce), which means the most important notes 

(at the beginnings and ends of phrases) are usually the same (anadiplosis). Twice, the D is 

played twice in a row (epizeuxis). The repeIIon of the B-secIons means the number of notes 

and their rhythm is the same (isocolon), and because the accompaniment in the bass line is the 

same, there is the same syntacIc, or harmonic6, structure in those secIons (parison). Whether 

intenIonal or not, Tchaikovsky’s genius at composing had him making use of a handful of 

interrelated figures that make this song the lasIng piece of music that it is. 

  

 
6 I follow Annidrudh Patel’s (and others) understanding of harmony as being syntac:cal, but, again, this is far too 
complicated and debated a topic to delve into in this paper. 
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Europe 

 

 

 

Because the music and literature of Europe has been so well and owen preserved, there are 

many examples of chiasmus in text and music from this region. I have focused on Western 

Europe because of my own familiarity with that music. 

 

Greece 
It’s no surprise that this, or any, rhetorical figure should be found in ancient Greece; awer all, 

chiasmus is named awer the Greek word for cross, and the cross-wise moIon the figure takes. 

No lesser figure than Socrates gave us chiasmus—actually, anImetabole—in the fiwh century 

BC: 

        Bad men live that they may eat and drink, 
  Whereas good men eat and drink that they may live. 

Grothe, x 
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A hundred years or so later, Epicurus was thinking along a similar vein: 

  It is impossible to live pleasurably without living wisely, well, and justly; 
  And impossible to live wisely, well, and justly without living pleasurably. 

Grothe, 100 
 

Because of Greece’s widespread influence, the New Testament of the ChrisIan bible was largely 

wriTen in Greek. There has been a lot of aTenIon paid to chiasmus in both the old and new 

testaments of the Bible, from short phrases to enIre book-length chiasIc structures. Genesis 

9:6 is a good example: 

  Whoever sheds the blood of man, 
    by man shall his blood be shed  
as are the many New Testament passages where “the first is already last, where death is life, 

gain is loss, and the lost is found” (Welch 211). 

 

In the first century CE, around the Ime Jesus was delivering his chiasIc messages, a man named 

Seikilos engraved a song—lyrics and melody—on his wife’s gravestone in Greece. 

 

 
“Song of Seikilos”, SAVAE 

 

The song is perfectly balanced in four quarters. To the ear, and anchored by the second bars, the 

B secIons are a nearly exact repeIIon, giving allowances for the syllabic demands of the lyrics. 

The A-secIons are mirrored; the first one starts on the tonic (the C) and moves up to the 

dominant (the G) before using the 8th notes in the second bar to develop the harmonic 

progression. The second A secIon reverses that, with the first bar beginning with 8th notes that 
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take us back to the dominant before descending to the tonic. Depending on the tempo, the 

notes in parenthesis either prepare for the next phrase or funcIon as an embellishment of the 

tonic. The second A-secIon referring back to the first A-secIon and the slight deviaIons in the 

B-secIons makes this an example of a variaIonal chiasmus. 

 

Spain 
We must let a thousand years go by without comment, between the last example and this one, 

the epic Spanish poem, Cantar de mio Cid. Composed someIme in the twelwh century, it 

contains numerous examples of chiasmus, such as this one in lines 2402-3: 

  Los de mio Çid a los de Búcar de las Iendas los sacan, 
          Sácanlos de las Iendas, cáenlos en elcaz. 

Smith, 8 
 

Compiled 200 years later, the Codex Las Huelgas is a book of music that was discovered in a 

Spanish convent in 1904. The music, copied around 1300 AD but wriTen someIme earlier, 

contains musical forms that were popular from as early as the eleventh century. The following 

double motet is from the collecIon: 
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“Iam nubes/Iam novum,” Anonymous 
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The chiasmus is created by the two upper voices. Cantus II gives us both of the first A- and B-

secIons, which are then repeated in reverse (B and then A) in Cantus I. Apart from the second 

B-secIon starIng one bar early, the repeIIon is perfect, down to the note order, pitch, and 

duraIon, making this a fixed melodic and rhythmic chiasmus. 

 

France 
 Guillaume de Machaut was a fourteenth century poet and composer. He believed poets should 

also be composers, in part to ensure the close relaIon between the words and music of any of 

their work (Olson 72). There is, indeed, a close relaIon between the lyrics and music of his 

rondeau, “Ma Fin Est mon Commencement.” Machaut only wrote half the music necessary for 

this piece, and then provided direcIons for reading the music backwards in various ways to 

make up the rest (Key). While two of the voices swap parts and reverse, the tenor line is 

performed as a palindrome, the “most literal” (Lissner 58) and “compressed extreme of 

chiasmus” (Lanham in Lissner 58). The lyrics become this anImetabole: 

  Ma fin est mon commencement 
   Et mon commencement ma fin 
 

The music, as transcribed by Dr. Jordan Key, looks like this: 
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The road-mapping shows the upper two parts switching, while the tenor part, with nowhere 

else to go, just reverses direcIon. That all of these parts should be read backwards for the 

second half of the piece is indicated here with backwards clef markings. 
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Four hundred-or-so years later, Germaine de Staël (1766-1817), popular salonnière and literary 

figure, had this observaIon: 

   The desire of the man is for the woman, 
but the desire of the woman is for the desire of the man.  

Grothe, 25 

 

Forty-or-so years before she was born, the chiasIc “Pat-a-pan” was published: 

 

“Pat-a-pan,” de la Monnoye 
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Here is the melody again, so we can more easily see the figure: 

 
Apart from one ornamental note, the repeIIon is exact unIl the end of the second A-secIon, 

where the notes need to shiw slightly to allow a dominant chord that leads to and lands on the 

tonic to finish the piece. Because of this small change, we can consider this an example of 

variaIonal chiasmus. If we want a fixed chiasmus, we’ll find one by looking closer at the B-

secIons: 

 
We’ll even find one in the second A-secIon, thanks to the addiIon of the ornamental note: 

 

The other figures at play in this song are anadiplosis (going into both of the B-secIons), 

epanaphora (as each of these phrases begin on the same note), and isocolon (four 8th notes and 

a half note) around which the A- and B-secIons rotate (see appendix 5). 

 

Italy 
The sixteenth century saw Michelangelo (1475-1564) creaIng many of the masterpieces we’re 

sIll familiar with today. Grothe offers this chiasIc anecdote aTributed to the arIst: 

A wealthy patron commissioned Michelangelo to do a sculpture and then 
complained that the sculptor was taking far too long to make only trifling 
changes in the piece. The arIst replied: 
 “Trifles make perfecIon, 
 and perfecIon is no trifle.”  

Grothe, 110-11 
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The sixteenth century also saw the rising fame of singer and composer Giulio Caccini (c. mid-

1500s -1618). His repertoire “has come to be the very symbol of a new musical era, the 

Baroque” (Hitchcock 7). His piece, “Movetevi à pietà,” begins with a clear, 4-bar chiasmus: 

 
“Movetevi à pietà,” Caccini 

 

The melody G# A A G# is briefly interrupted by a 16th-note run that embellishes the second A 

(the second B-secIon) that, rather than lessening the weight of that note, emphasizes it by 

repeaIng it twice and reinforces the feel of repeIIon in the B-secIons by maintaining the 

rhythmic moIf of a doTed half note followed by a separate quarter beat. Depending on how 

you hear this, it is either a fixed melodic or variaIonal chiasmus. 

 

Germany 
Germany, in the 18th century, was bustling with some of our most well-known composers of 

classical and romanIc music, and with some well-known thinkers, as well. Immanuel Kant 

(1724-1804), the German philosopher, gave us this chiasIc thought: 

  Suicide is not abominable because God prohibits it;  
         God prohibits it because it is abominable. 

Grothe, 101 
 

Turning to musical examples, bar 6 of Ludwig van Beethoven’s (1770-1827) Bagatelle in B flat, 

Opus 119, No. 11, looks like this: 
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“Bagatelle in B flat,” Beethoven 

 

Harmonically, at least in the upper treble clef, this is F – C – C – F, despite the F chord being 

anIcipated a beat early in the lower bass clef. Although the full chord is missing in the first beat 

in the treble clef, the missing notes are supplied in the bass clef so that the harmonic repeIIon 

is clear, making this a fixed harmonic chiasmus.  

 

Jeanne Fahnestock writes,  

Just as it is possible to compress an anImetabole into adjacent phrases, so it is 

possible to expand it and have not two terms but two whole predicaIons 

exchanging their relaIve posiIons on either side of a point of equilibrium…It is 

not difficult to imagine that even larger text structures can be involved in such 

reversals (Fahnestock, Rhetorical Figures in Science 125).  

These larger structures can include narraIve chiasmus or ring composiIon, where enIre works 

of literature (or music) realize this kind of inverse repeIIon. One example of a larger structure 

is Robert Schumann’s (1810-1856) Waltz in A Minor, Opus 124, No. 4: 
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This enIre piece makes one fixed full chiasmus. The A-secIons are the idenIcal 16 bars at the 

beginning and end. The B secIon is the 12 bars in the middle between the repeat signs, which 

instruct the performer to play that secIon twice. The chiasmus is born out structurally, as well. 

The A-secIons are in A minor, and the B secIons are in F major:  A – F – F – A. 
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There are also many other figures working together with this chiasmus (see appendix 6). Each 

secIon (A and B) begins with the same note (epanaphora), and because the A-secIons also end 

with that note—although in the lower octave—there is anadiplosis at the beginning of the first 

B-secIon. Other figures of repeIIon in this piece include the epizeuxis in the bass clef in the 

second and third beats of most of the bars, the ploke of the repeated E in the melody of the A-

secIons, and the repeIIon of the first three bars of the A-secIon in the second half of the A-

secIon. There is isocolon in the rhythmic moIf in the treble clef of the half note followed by the 

quarter note, and in the bass clef with the very familiar waltz rhythm of a low quarter note 

followed by two one-beat chords. The B-secIon is an extended example of anIclimax: three 2-

bar phrases descend step-wise in both the melody and the accompaniment, which also creates 

the repeated syntacIc (harmonic) structure of parison. 

 

Scandinavia 
Ellen Key (1849-1926) was a Swedish feminist and writer who gave us this thought about love 

and marriage: 

  Love is moral without legal marriage, 
  but marriage is immoral without love.  

Grothe, 95 
 

Next door, in Norway, Edvard Grieg (1843-1907) was puvng a few chiasIc phrases into his 

piece, “Puck,” Opus 71, No. 3: 
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The passages in the treble clef use staccato intervals to create the exact repeIIon of the ABBA 

phrase we’re looking for. This is just the beginning of the first page—this chiasIc moIf 

conInues throughout the rest of the piece. 

 

England 
This chiasmus comes from BriIsh novelist Ivy Compton-BurneT (1884-1969): 

   Parents have too liTle respect for their children, 
  just as the children have too much for the parents.  

Grothe, 93 

 

Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958) was also wriIng chiasmi in his work, from short: 

 

 “The Splendour Falls,” Williams 
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to longer examples: 

 
 “Blackmwore by the Stour,” Williams 

 

The following example has three fixed melodic chiasmi back to back:  

 
“Dream-Land,” Williams 
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These first two phrases are exactly the same, except that the second begins one step higher 

than the first (and the third one step higher than the second), realizing climax (see appendix 7). 

The note that ends each phrase and begins the subsequent phrase is an example of anadiplosis, 

and the exact rhythmic repeIIon creates isocolon. 

 

This fixed melodic chiasmus is from the same song: 

 

 
“Dream-Land,” Williams 

 

Between the two colons, this passage also includes the figures of mesodiplosis and anadiplosis 

(see appendix 8).  

 

We have lots of examples of chiasmus from Britain, including from Elizabeth I, Queen of England 

(1533-1603) who is said to have remarked to Sir Walter Raleigh, who introduced tobacco to 

England: 

    I have seen many a man turn his gold into smoke, 
  but you are the first who has turned smoke into gold.  

Grothe, 32 
 

From around the same Ime period—the 15th or 16th century—we have this song, “Thou Man, 

Envired,” found in the Ritson Manuscript: 
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“Thou Man, Envired,” Anonymous 
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The two examples are in the upper two voices and are each just four 8th notes long, but they 

realize both fixed melodic and rhythmic chiasmus. 

 

Going back another few hundred years, we come to Chaucer (c.1340s–1400) who wrote: 

  For Y am sorwe,  
  and sorwe ys Y. 

RheJig 
 

 Also from the 14th century, we find this example of fixed melodic and rhythmic chiasmus: 

 

 
“Pater Noster, Most of Myght”, Anonymous 
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Africa 

 
 

There are some excellent examples of chiasmus from Africa. I have chosen four examples that 

cross nearly 2000 years and the conInent from Tunisia in the north to South Africa, and to the 

east coast and beyond with Kenya and the island country of MauriIus.  
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Tunisia 
Terence was a Roman playwright in the second century BC, an educated slave who was 

eventually freed (Thayer). He was born in Carthage, in what is now Tunisia. He is quoted: 

                  I know the nature of women:  
            when you want to, they don’t want to;  
and when you don’t want to, they want to…exceedingly.  

Grothe, 89 
 

Imagining what music would have sounded like during Terence’s lifeIme is complicated due to 

Tunisia (and surrounding area) having a long history of conquest by various different peoples. 

It’s a fair assumpIon that each period of occupaIon would have lew a mark on the original 

populaIon and their cultural products. It is believed that the Berber, or Amazight, people are 

the indigenous populaIon of North Africa (“Berber”), but we can’t know for sure what their 

music sounded like before Arab influence. However, because of their remote locaIons, many 

Amazight communiIes have music tradiIons that seem to have been preserved and that share 

links with Amazight communiIes across the Maghreb (“Berber”). It is possible that, since those 

ancient links persist across North Africa, the music has resisted outside influence across the 

centuries. 

 

The first musical example is a chiasIc song from Morocco. It is a tradiIonal Amazight song and 

dance procession called an Ahwach. It has a repeaIng 5-bar melody with the first and last bars 

having two beats, and the middle bars having 4 beats. It is sung by two groups, who switch at 

the half-way point (indicated here with a breath mark): 

 

 “Yallah Yallah Yannirda Woulli,” Remix-Culture 
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The A and B phrases are arranged around a C secIon, which is in two mirrored halves (shown 

here with a verIcally mirrored triangle). There are very slight differences in the repeated 

secIons (indicated by the notes in parenthesis) but they are inconsequenIal; mostly they are 

the tonic note on the down beat of the bar, and the drums make up for the missing note.  

It would be easy to mistake this song for having four bars of 4/4, but by catching the very first 

downbeat of the song it becomes obvious that the first bar has only two beats, making the fixed 

melodic chiasmus clear. 

 

A second example of chiasmus in Amazight music comes from Tunisian-born Algerian singer 

Taos Amrouche. On Amrouche’s 1968 album Chants berbères de Kabylie, “Chant de procession 

de l’oncle 2” begins with an excellent example of a fixed melodic and rhythmic chiasmus: 

 
 “Chant de procession de l’oncle 2,” Amrouche 

 

The repeIIon and structure of the chiasmus is perfect, but there are other figures being 

realized in this passage as well (see appendix 9). All of the phrases begin with G, creaIng 

epanaphora. There is anadiplosis at the end of each B-secIon going into the next phrase. The 

repeated G’s within the phrases are examples of epizeuxis. There is isocolon in the first bar of 

each secIon. The density of figures in this short passage is perhaps one of the reasons this 

ancient chant survived long enough to be recorded. 
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South Africa 
In a 1937 study of South African Bantu poetry, ethnologist G. P. Lestrade describes the 

importance of structural balance. He writes that this is created using various techniques 

including parallelism and anadiplosis, and also chiasmus (307). Lestrade idenIfies chiasmus in a 

Zulu proverb: 

     Inála       /     kayihámbi      //             kuhámb’         /  indlála 
(Prosperity  /  does not travel  //  what does travel (is)  /  poverty) 

Lestrade, 307 
 

In 1936, ethnomusicologist Percival Kirby published a survey of recorded Bushman music. He 

had come into possession of some manuscripts that had been transcribed in 1879, among 

which was this song:  

 

Kirby, 225 

 

This chiasIc melody is an example of a variaIonal chiasmus. The example is two lines, or 

phrases, long, and each phrase realizes chiasmus. The B-secIons are idenIcal, down to the 

accented down beats in the first phrase. The A-secIons are mirrored. In each phrase, the first A-

secIon goes from the tonic to the dominant and the second A-secIon responds by going from 

the dominant to the tonic: 
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Like other examples we’ve seen where this harmonic inversion is at play, the second A-secIon 

refers back to, and answers, the first.    
 

Kenya 
Muyaka bin Haji (c. 1776-1840) was a Kenyan Kiswahili poet. RepeIIon, including the inverted 

repeIIon of anImetabole, is a feature of a style of Kiswahili poetry called mashairi ya takiriri 

(Harries 253). Muyaka frequently used anImetabole, as in this poem: 

Lakutenda situuze situuze lakutenda 
Metufunda wanamize wanamize metufunda 
Kuwa punda tuizize tuizize kuwa punda 
Kwandika tapo tutenda hilo halipaIkani. 
 
(What to do don’t ask us, don’t ask us what to do 
He has crushed us like shore crabs, like shore crabs he has crushed us 
To be pack donkeys we refuse, we refuse to be pack donkeys 
To be saddled in packs for work, that is what will not be achieved) 

Harries, 254 
 

The crosswise repeIIon is so clear and exact, it’s evident even without the translaIon. The 

same is true of the following song, “Natamanl Uwa,” recorded in Kenya in 1931:  

 

 “Natamanl Uwa,” Abdi 

 

I’ve transcribed this melody without rhythm to more easily see the phrases. Each secIon begins 

with a pickup to the down beat, and A is approximately twice as long as B. Awer an instrumental 
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introducIon, there are two sung verses, finished by an instrumental verse. The first verse 

introduces A, then follows with a freer, melismaIc (embellished with vocal runs) repeIIon of it. 

Then B is sung twice, and A twice again. The second and instrumental verses give us the clear 

and exact fixed full chiasmus we’re looking for: 

  Verse 1: AA1BBAA 
  Verse 2: ABBA; ABBA 
  Instrumental: ABBA 
 

 

MauriBus 
The Republic of MauriIus lies 2000km off the east coast of Africa. Malcolm de Chazal (1902-

1981), who gave us the following chiasmus, was a Franco-MauriIan writer and a painter. 

  Women eat while they are talking; 
     men talk while they are eaIng. 

Grothe, 25 
 

Sega is the genre of music and dance most closely associated with MauriIus. Ti Frèr(e) is a 

“ségaIer”—a sega performer. He rose to naIonal aTenIon in the mid-sixIes (Déodat). His sega, 

“Roseda,” is another great example of a variaIonal chiasmus: 

 

 
 “Roseda,” Ti Frèr(e) 

 

Both the melody and the rhythm in this transcripIon are approximaIons – they change for each 

of the many verses in this song, mostly in the second B secIon to accommodate whatever 

addiIonal lyrics are in any parIcular verse. However, the repeIIon is sIll clear: all of the 

important notes are kept (the held G, for example, and the F# and E). The addiIonal notes and 

words replace the doTed quarter rest that leads into the first A secIon. 
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There is also repeIIon in the lyrics in each verse that supports the idenIficaIon of these as 

repeated B secIons: 

Mo kryé li Roseda da Roseda 
Zoli I fam kuma twa 
Zoli fam kuma twa 
To zenes fini dan labuIk 
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Central and South America 

 

 

I am looking at chiasmus in medieval manuscripts from Guatemala, and in more recent 

examples from Brazil, in the wriIng of Paolo Coehlo and Bossa Nova music. 

 

Guatemala 
The Popol Vuh is an early document of the K’iche’ Maya of Guatemala, probably compiled in the 

1550’s. It demonstrates the organizaIonal features of K’iche’ poetry, which Allen Christenson 
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explains are “not based on rhyme or metrical rhythms but rather on the arrangement of 

concepts into innovaIve and even ornate parallel structures” (322). In his study of early K’iche’ 

literature, Christenson finds many examples of chiasmus. This one concludes an account of a 

creaIon story: 

Then they were mulIplied, 
   There at the place of dawn. 
      Truly the names of the people came to be: 
         Sovereign, 
            Ballplayer, 
            Masker, 
         Sun Lord. 
      [These were] the names of the people by which they were now called. 
   There at the place of dawn 
They were mulIplied. 

Christenson, 323 
 

Around the same Ime, Guatemalan composer Tomas Pascual (1595-1635) wrote this vocal 

piece, “Domine Ad [A]djuvandum”: 

 
“Domine Ad [A]djuvandum,” Pascual 
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These are the second, third, and fourth phrases of the first verse, which make the fixed melodic 

chiasmus. Visually, it may not be clear, so let’s take out everyone except the sopranos, and just 

look at the A-secIons:                        

 
If we arrange them verIcally like this, we can see most of the notes lining up. The only note we 

can’t account for is the C on the boTom line, but we can let it go as an adornment. The other 

thing to noIce is that the second line is two beats shorter than the first line. In fact, each of the 

bars are of different lengths, and we just have to accept that Pascual wanted it that way. 

 

The B-secIons are shared between the top two voices: 

 
 

The sopranos give us the B-secIon first, and while they are finishing it (the long-held E), the 

tenors are stepping on their toes to begin their B-secIon. 

 

Looking at the enIre passage again, we can now see the chiasIc structure: 
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Brazil 
Paulo Coelho (b. 1947) is the owen-translated Brazilian writer of The Alchemist and other books. 

He has given us a number of anImetaboles: 

 

  His way isn’t the same as mine,  
             nor mine as his. 

The Alchemist 
 

                 I’m not a body with a soul,  
I’m a soul that has a visible part called the body. 

Eleven Minutes 
 

     We love men because…they can see beauty in women  
when women have long ceased to see any beauty in themselves. 

Paulo Coelho 
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As much as Coelho may be said to have popularized Brazilian literature, Joao Gilberto (1931-

2019) did the same for Brazilian music. Gilberto was a Brazilian guitarist, singer and composer 

who pioneered a new style of Samba, the Bossa Nova. 

 

His song, “Ho-ba-la-la,” gives us two variaIonal chiasmi, which together create a doubled 

chiasmus: 

 
“Ho-ba-la-la,” Joao Gilberto 

It’s easy to see the repeIIon in the B-secIons: they are exact, even down to the lyrics. The A-

secIons, though, are less easy to idenIfy; they are referring to each other rather than 

repeaIng. One way they’re doing that is in the movement of the notes. The first A-secIons 

descend step-wise, and the second A-secIons mirror that movement to ascend step-wise, 

although they are both together arIculaIng the same scale. To see another way of analyzing 

these A secIons, we need to extend our earlier discussion of harmonic funcIon. 

 

To reiterate, subdominant chords want to move to the dominant; dominant chords want to 

move to the tonic, and the tonic is the center of gravity, the most important chord in a piece of 

music. Our example, “Ho-ba-la-la,” is in the key of F; F is the tonic. C is the dominant. G minor in 

this key has a subdominant funcIon—it wants to move to the dominant. So, the A-secIons, 

side-by-side, look like this: 

               

Sub-dominant > Dominant       Dominant > Tonic 
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It is as though the first secIon asks a quesIon, or makes a proposiIon, and the second secIon 

gives the answer. They are not repeIIons of each other, but they are clearly related. 

 

Another chord that funcIons as a type of tonic harmony is called a decepIve cadence, because 

it slips into a chord progression in place of the tonic chord to delay resoluIon. In the above 

example, both phrases end on an F chord; however, the melody at the end of the first phrase 

goes to a D rather than an F, strongly suggesIng a D minor chord (especially as there is a D in 

this parIcular F chord), which, in this key, is the decepIve cadence. We don’t truly end up on 

the tonic unIl the end of the second phrase. These are doubled chiasmi because at the end of 

the first one, musically speaking, we are sent back to the beginning to try the whole phrase 

again so that we can end on the tonic. 

 

If we go to the lyrics—not that we need to—we can find a confirmaIon of the relaIonship 

between these two phrases. The rhyming scheme is set up at the end of the first phrase and 

needs the second phrase to complete it.  Also, in a clever wordsmithing move, the first phrase 

begins, and the second phrase ends, on homonyms – hear/here.  

 

Another chiasmus from Gilberto’s songbook (although wriTen by Carlos Lyra) is in “Maria 

Ninguem.” Again, the passage we’re looking at is an example of a variaIonal chiasmus, with the 

secIons clearly referring to each other, but not repeaIng exactly: 
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In this example, the A-secIons both highlight the F, approaching it from below in the first A-

secIon and from above in the second. The B-secIons are largely idenIcal, although they end 

differently. 
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North America 
 

 
 

 

There are many examples of chiasmus in text and in music from the United States and Canada; I 

have focused on examples that might be familiar (or at least interesIng) to my readers. 

 

 

United States 
Leroy “Satchel” Paige (1906-1982) was a professional baseball player who said this about 

pitching: 

          Throw high risers at the chin; 
               throw peas at the knees; 
  throw it here when they’re lookin’ there; 
  throw it there when they’re lookin’ here. 

Grothe, 58 
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One of Johnny Cash’s (1932-2003) most famous songs was “I Walk the Line: 

 

 

 “I Walk the Line,” Cash 

This kind of fixed melodic chiasmus appears three Imes in each verse. 

 

Turning to an earlier composer, Stephen Foster (1826-1864) is someImes called the “father of 

American music” (“Stephen Foster”). In a short career, he wrote over 200 songs, and many of 

them include examples of chiasmus: 

 
 “That’s What’s the MaTer,” Foster 

 

 
 “The Song of All Songs,” Foster 

 

The first example is a simple fixed melodic and rhythmic chiasmus—one note/8th beat per 

secIon. In this second example, in two of the quarter beats there are two notes. In terms of 
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pitch and beat, however, this is the ABBA paTern we need for chiasmus. Rhythmically (bearing 

in mind that rhythm and beat are different) this phrase is in two parallel halves (made of one 

quarter note and two 8th notes).  

 

Chief Si’ahl (or, SeaTle) (1780-1866) who died two years awer Foster, is aTributed with these 

wise words: 

  This we know: The earth does not belong to man; 
                                  man belongs to the earth.  

Chief Si’ahl 
 

For our final American example of chiasmus, we turn to Gloria Steinem (b. 1934) who had this 

to say about relaIonships: 

  When pain has been intertwined with love and closeness, 
                     it’s very difficult to believe that 
      love and closeness can be experienced without pain. 

Grothe, 88 
 

Six years awer Steinem was born, “You Are my Sunshine,” which is also about a relaIonship, was 

published, and is a wonderful example of a song-length arIculaIon of a fixed full chiasmus: 

 

 
 “You Are my Sunshine,” Davis and Mitchell 
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With very few deviaIons, this piece falls neatly into ABBA form. What differences there are—a 

maTer of four notes in the enIre piece—are made to either accommodate more or fewer 

syllables in the lyrics and to add a dominant chord in the second A-secIon to strengthen the 

tonic resoluIon and give weight to the end of the song. Along with chiasmus (see appendix 10), 

this melody also realizes mesodiplosis in the quarter rests in the middle of most of the secIons 

and anadiplosis between the A- and B-secIons. In the first three secIons there is the isocolon 

of three quarter notes and 2 half notes. There is ploke in three of secIons ending with the 

falling interval of E-C. The three instances of the lyric “sunshine” draws aTenIon to the musical 

epizeuxis happening at the same Ime. There is symploce in most of the secIons beginning and 

ending on middle C. And there is anIthesis in each secIon, as each first half has ascending 

movement and each second half has descending movement. Again, the density of figures has 

helped this song to outlast so many others from the same era. 

 

 

Canada 
We know perfectly well what we’re looking for by now; without further comment, here is a list 

of chiasIc quotes by Canadian authors: 

  Authors like cats because they are such quiet, lovable, wise creatures, 
  and cats like authors for the same reasons. 

Robertson Davies (1913-1995) 
 

  Men are afraid that women will laugh at them.  
  Women are afraid that men will kill them. 

 Margaret Atwood (b. 1939) 
 

  I understood then that when you miss a thing it leaves a hole 
  that only the thing you miss can fill. 

Richard Wagamese (1955-2017) 
 

Our corresponding musical example comes from Oscar Peter’s “Hymn to Freedom”: 
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 “Hymn to Freedom,” Peterson 

 

The B-secIons, as we’ve seen in other examples, are essenIally a perfecIon repeIIon. The A-

secIons diverge just enough to include a harmonic progression in the second A-secIon that 

strengthens the tonic that it ends on. The important melody notes (circled in green) are, 

however, preserved.  

 

Let me go back for a moment, though, because this is actually the second half of another 

doubled chiasmus. Here is the full first page of this piece: 
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First 
chiasmus 
 

Second 
chiasmus 
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The first two lines are the first chiasmus, and the third and fourth line are the second chiasmus, 

which we’ve already looked at. You’ll noIce that the first and second chiasmi are almost 

idenIcal—certainly they’re meant to sound like a repeIIon. The big difference is in both of the 

second A-secIons. Like the Joao Gilberto example, where a decepIve cadence sent the passage 

back to the beginning, a harmonic turn here does the same thing. This Ime, though, it is 

dominant harmony doing the work. 

 

At bar 7, rather than beginning a repeIIon of the first A-secIon, there is a bar-long arIculaIon 

of a G7 chord; this chord is the dominant chord of C, and C is the dominant chord of F, which is 

the tonic of this piece. The result is a doubly reinforced dominant harmony that compels the 

passage to begin again from the beginning. It does, and in the second chiasmus, manages to 

finish on the tonic. 
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Therapeu7c Figures 
Although the potenIal of music therapy is not yet fully understood and its efficacy has not been 

fully studied, it is widely used for cogniIve, emoIonal, and even physical pathologies. Its wide 

use is partly due to its “contain[ing] many different levels of structure, yet provide[ing]… 

variability and flexibility” (Wigram and Gold); it is highly adaptable in terms of both paIent and 

clinician. A somewhat recent turn in music therapy has seen Neurologic Music Therapy (NMT) 

“shiwing the models of music in therapy from social science and interpretaIve models to 

neuroscience and perceptual models” (Thaut and McIntosh 106). The Handbook of Neurologic 

Music Therapy asserts that: 

music engages widely distributed neural networks that are shared with general 

‘non-musical’ cogniIve, motor, and language funcIon. This is an important 

raIonale for understanding music as a ‘mediaIng’ language in the therapy 

process. Music processing in the brain does not stop at music. Music processing 

can engage, train, and retrain non-musical brain and behavior funcIon. (Thaut et 

al. 3) 

 

Music therapy seems especially suited to help paIents who struggle with language in various 

ways. It is very commonly used with auIsIc people to “improve language and communicaIon 

deficits” (Wan et al.). Therapist and Director of Music Therapy at Charleston Southern 

University, Jennifer Whipple, writes that “all music intervenIon has been effecIve for children 

and adolescents with auIsm. Music appears to be so powerful a tool with this populaIon that 

regardless of its purpose or how it is used for a parIcular client, it achieves posiIve effects” 

(102–03). We may not yet always know the best way to wield this tool, yet its impact seems 

overwhelmingly beneficial. The same seems to be true for people with demenIa. 

 

There is a lot of anecdotal support for the idea that music improves language use in people with 

demenIa, such as Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). PotenIal reasons for this include music and 

language having shared neural resources and acousIc features (Baird and Thompson). Aimee 

Baird and Séverine Samson note that “the ability to respond, to recall, or to produce music…is 
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owen remarkably well preserved even in the severe stage of AD” (209). Something else that is 

well preserved in people with Alzheimer’s is formulaic language.  

 

Formulaic language is a liTle like auto-uTerances: sayings, responses, and pause-fillers that are 

ingrained and habitual for any speaker. Everybody uses them, but compared with healthy 

adults, write Kelly Ann Bridges and Diana Van Lancker SidIs, people with Alzheimer’s use them 

more owen, and increasingly so as the disease progresses. “Clinical observaIons suggest that 

individuals with AD retain the ability to produce formulaic language long awer other cogniIve 

abiliIes have deteriorated” (799). What is it about formulaic language that makes it more 

resilient to cogniIve decline? Harris offers an answer: “DemenIa formulae…very frequently 

resonate neurocogniIvely, which is precisely what makes them more resilient against cogniIve 

decline” (“DemenIa, Rhetorical Schemes, and CogniIve Resilience” 14). Formulaic language 

includes idioms and proverbs—uTerances that are likely to already be figured and have the 

addiIonal virtue of having been repeated throughout a lifeIme. Take Grampa Fred’s remark 

regarding his auditor’s aTributes: 

  Fart smeller…smart feller 

This phrase realizes alliteraIon, anImetathesis, isocolon, and rhyme. It is a wivcism so dense 

that, years later, and having only met Fred twice, I have no trouble recalling it. Can this kind of 

neurocogniIve resonance also explain music being “perhaps the most resilient signal structure 

we know against memory loss” (“DemenIa, Rhetorical Schemes, and CogniIve Resilience” 14)? 

I think it can. I think music that endures does so because of its figural density, or neurocogniIve 

resonance, and I’ll argue my case with a song so dense that it is a part my own musical lexicon 

despite never having learned the real lyrics to replace my own ridiculous subsItuIon: “sunny 

llama Tina.” 
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There are all kinds of figures in this tune (see appendix 11). At the phrase level, each bar is 

repeated exactly and immediately creaIng four parallel phrases. The first two phrases (bars 1-4) 

have a generally ascending moIon while the last two phrases (bars 5-8) have a generally 

descending moIon, creaIng anIthesis. At the level of the notes there is the ploke of the 

repeIIon of the middle C’s, and the epizeuxis of the C’s between bars 1 and 2, 6 and 7, and 7 

and 8, and the G’s between bars 4 and 5 which also realize anadiplosis. There is either 

epanaphora or epiphora (or both) in every bar. There is the isocolon of each bar’s repeat, as 

well as between bars 3 and 4 and bars 7 and 8. And there is the metaphor in the last two bars of 

the notes being a church bell. If it were possible that someone wasn’t familiar with this song, it 

wouldn’t take them long to become so, which is why so many children have the experience of 
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singing this song in school, or in a choir, usually as a round (creaIng even more figures to add to 

the list). 

 

Can we take advantage of music’s figural density when designing music therapies? NMT seems 

to be looking in that direcIon, seeing in music “structures and paTerns” that are “capable of 

engaging the brain in retraining neural and behavioral funcIons that then be applied to 

nonmusical funcIonal contexts” (Thaut and McIntosh 106). Could we design music therapies 

that, as well as pracIcing the prosody of speech, also pracIce other kinds of cogniIve shapes in 

language? Perhaps, with further research, we could capitalize on the figural structures and 

paTerns in music to build a more robust bridge between music and language. 
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Conclusion 
 
I began this project with a hypothesis: if rhetorical figures are cogniIve, if they take the shapes 

impressed upon them somehow in the brain, if they therefore show us the shapes the brain 

likes to impress, and if music has much of anything in common with language in terms of 

provenance, these brain-shapes should appear in music with similar frequency as they do in 

language. They should show up whenever and wherever humans have made music. I focused on 

the figure chiasmus for its cross-wise shape that would be recognizable across domains, and 

then I went looking for it in recordings and scores. I found examples of linguisIc and musical 

chiasmus from the same Imes and places across 2000+ years of history and from every 

conInent. Finally, I looked ahead to therapeuIc applicaIons these cogniIve shapes in music 

may allow. 

 

There conInues to be debate about the relaIonship between music and language – is music a 

language? is it like a language? does its producIon or processing use the same neural resources 

as language? in what ways can it be a bridge between non-verbal pathology and 

communicaIon? This paper has aimed to engage with these quesIons from a novel perspecIve 

on cogniIon, rhetoric, and music. The debate conInues, but I hope to have added something 

useful to it. 
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Appendix 1: List of Music Examples 
Methodology: Choosing, and naming, musical examples 

Country Year Composer/Performer Piece Type of Figure 
Austria 1762 Leopold Mozart Minuet Variational chiasmus 
Austria 1761 Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart 
Menuetto and 
Trio in G 

Fixed melodic chiasmus 

Austria 1762 Leopold Mozart Minuet Fixed rhythmic chiasmus 
Austria c. 1780 Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart 
Twinkle Twinkle 
Little Star 

Fixed harmonic chiasmus 

Austria 1756-
1791 

Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart 

Allegro Fixed full chiasmus 

 
 
 
Asia 

Country Year Composer/Performer Piece Type of Figure 
China c.600 AD or 

earlier 
Anonymous You Lan Fixed melodic 

chiasmus 
India Contemporary Kala Ramnath Raag Bhairav Fixed melodic 

chiasmus 
Israel c. 400 BCE Anonymous Bircath 

Cohenim 
Fixed melodic 
chiasmus 

Russia 1878 Tchaikovsky Old French 
Song 

Variational chiasmus, 
also: 

• Ploke 
• Symploce 
• Anadiplosis 
• Epizeuxis 
• Isocolon 
• Parison 

 
 
 
Europe 

Country Year Composer/Performer Piece Type of Figure 
Greece 1st c. AD Seikilos Song of Seikilos Variational chiasmus 
Spain c.14th 

century 
Anonymous Iam numbes  Fixed melodic and 

rhythmic chiasmus 
France c. 14th 

century 
Guillaume de 
Machaut 

Ma Fin est mon 
Commencement 

Fixed melodic chiasmus 
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Country Year Composer/Performer Piece Type of Figure 
France 1720 Bernard de la 

Monnoye 
Pat-a-pan Variational chiasmus, 

also: 
• Anadiplosis 
• Epanaphora 
• Isocolon 

Italy c. 16th 
century 

Giulio Caccini Movetevi à 
pietà 

Fixed melodic chiasmus 

Germany 1820 Ludwig van 
Beethoven 

Bagatelle in B 
flat, Opus 119, 
No. 11 

Fixed harmonic chiasmus 

Germany 1835 Robert Schumann Waltz in A 
Minor, Opus 
124, No. 4 

Fixed full chiasmus, 
also: 

• Epanaphora 
• Anadiplosis 
• Epizeuxis 
• Ploke 
• Isocolon 
• Anticlimax 
• Parison 

Norway 1901 Edvard Grieg Puck, Opus 71, 
No. 3 

Fixed melodic chiasmus 

England 1902 Ralph Vaughan 
Williams 

The Splendour 
Falls  

Fixed melodic chiasmus 

England c. 1904 Ralph Vaughan 
Williams 

Blackmwore by 
the Stour  

Fixed melodic chiasmus 

England 1905 Ralph Vaughan 
Williams 

Dream-Land #1 Fixed melodic and 
rhythmic chiasmus, also: 

• Climax 
• Anadiplosis 
• Isocolon 

England 1905 Ralph Vaughan 
Williams 

Dream-Land #2 Fixed melodic and 
rhythmic chiasmus, also: 

• Mesodiplosis 
• Anadiplosis 

England c. 15-16th 
century 

Anonymous (the 
Ritson Manuscript) 

Thou Man, 
Envired 

Fixed melodic and 
rhythmic chiasmus 

England c. 14th 
century 

Anonymous Pater Noster, 
Most of Myght 

Fixed melodic and 
rhythmic chiasmus 
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Africa 
Country Year Composer/Performer Piece Type of Figure 

Morocco 2014 Group from Agdz Yallah Yallah 
Yannirda Woulli 

Fixed melodic chiasmus 

Algeria 1968 Taos Amrouche Chant de 
procession de 
l’oncle 2 

Fixed melodic and 
rhythmic chiasmus, also: 

• Epanaphora 
• Anadiplosis 
• Epizeuxis 
• Isocolon 

South 
Africa 

1879 Recorded Bushman 
music 

Unnamed Variational chiasmus 

Kenya 1931 Maalim Abdi Natamanl Uwa Fixed full chiasmus 
Mauritius 1965? Ti Frèr(e) Roseda Variational chiasmus 

 
 
Central and South America 

Country Year Composer/Performer Piece Type of Figure 
Guatemala c.16th 

century 
Tomas Pascual Domine Ad 

adjuvandum 
Fixed melodic chiasmus 

Brazil 1961 Joao Gilberto Ho-ba-la-la Variational chiasmus, 
doubled chiasmus 

Brazil 1959 Joao Gilberto Maria Ninguem Variational chiasmus 
 
 
North America 

Country Year Composer/Performer Piece Type of Figure 
USA 1973 Johnny Cash I Walk the Line Fixed melodic chiasmus 
USA 1862 Stephen Foster That’s What’s the 

Matter 
Fixed melodic and 
rhythmic chiasmus 

USA 1865 Stephen Foster The Song of All 
Songs 

Fixed melodic chiasmus 

USA 1940 Jimmie Davis and 
Charles Mitchell 

You Are my 
Sunshine 

Fixed full chiasmus, also: 
• Mesodiplosis 
• Anadiplosis 
• Isocolon 
• Ploke 
• Epizeuxis 
• Symploce 
• Antithesis 

Canada 1962 Oscar Peterson Hymn to Freedom Variational chiasmus, 
doubled chiasmus 
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Therapeu>c Figures 
Country Year Composer/Performer Piece Type of Figure 

France c. 1700s Traditional Frere Jacques • Antithesis 
• Ploke 
• Epizeuxis 
• Anadiplosis 
• Epanaphora 
• Epiphora 
• Isocolon 
• Metaphor 
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Appendix 2: Glossary of Musical Terms7 
4/4: a basic metrical paTern having four beats per bar 

8th note: a note with the duraIon of half of one beat 

bar: or, measure: a rhythmic grouping, set off in wriTen music by a verIcal barline 

beat: a musical pulse 

chord progression: a series of chords that funcIons similarly to a clause or phrase in spoken 

language 

dominant: the fiwh scale degree, on which a dominant chord may be built; also refers to a type 

of chord that moves to tonic harmony 

downbeat: the first beat of a musical measure  

half note: a note with the duraIon of 2 beats 

harmonic func@on: the tendency of certain chords to progress to other chords, or to remain at 

rest 

harmony: the elemental category describing verIcal combinaIons of pitches 

melisma@c: singing that incorporates a succession of many pitches while sustaining one syllable 

of text 

octave: a musical interval between two pitches with the same name 

pick-up note: a parIal measure of notes that precedes the downbeat of the first, full measure 

quarter note: a note with the duraIon of one beat 

rhythm: the element of music as it unfolds in Ime 

scale: a family of pitches arranged in an ascending/descending order 

staccato: short, detached notes 

subdominant: the fourth scale degree, on which a subdominant chord may be built; also refers 

to a type of chord that moves to dominant harmony 

tonic: the first note of a scale or key 

varia@on: the composiIonal process of changing an aspect(s) of a musical work while retaining 

others 

 
7 Defini:ons are either mine, or come from Western Michigan University’s Glossary of Musical Terms, or Robert 
Hutchinson’s Music Theory for the 21st-Century Classroom.  
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Appendix 3: Glossary of Rhetorical Terms8 
allitera@on: the occurrence of one or more of the same consonants or semi-vowels at the 

beginnings of words 

anadiplosis:the occurrence of one or more of the same lexemes at the end of a phrase or clause 

and at the beginning of the immediately subsequent phrase or clause;  

musically, I consider this a note at the end of one phrase that repeats at the 

beginning of the next phrase 

an@metabole: the occurrence of at least two of the same lexemes in one sequence (A<B) and in 

the reverse sequence (B<A) 

an@metalepsis: reverse repeIIon either of sense or of reference 

an@thesis: opposed predicaIons, through antonyms or affirmaIves and negaIons;  

musically, I consider this phrases that are related but exhibit opposites in some 

way ( e.g., ascending vs. descending moIon) 

assonance: mulIple occurrences of the same vowel sound 

chiasmus: a class of figures involving inverse repeIIon of linguisIc consItuents 

climax: a series of anadiploses combined with the idea of increase or decrease, such that an 

ascending or descending semanIc sequence of words or phrases is linked through 

final/iniIal repeIIons;  

musically, when there is final/iniIal repeIIon of notes and the phrases have 

ascending or descending moIon 

epanaphora: the occurrence of at least one of the same lexemes at the beginning of different 

phrases or clauses;  

musically, here, when the same note occurs at the beginning of different phrases 

epiphora: the occurrence of at least one of the same lexemes at the end of different phrases or 

clauses;  

musically, here, when the same note occurs at the end of different phrases 

epizeuxis: the occurrence of at least one of the same lexemes immediately adjacent to one 

another;  

 
8 Defini:ons either come from RhetFig or the online Cambridge Dic:onary. 
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musically, the immediately adjacent repeIIon of a note 

isocolon: the occurrence of the same syllabic and prosodic structure in at least two phrases or 

clauses;  

musically, the occurrence of the same rhythm in at least two phrases 

lexeme: a word or colligaIon of words, which may differ inflecIonally 

mesodiplosis: the occurrence of at least one of the same lexemes in the middle of different 

phrases or clauses;  

musically, the occurrence of a note or chord (or rest) in the middle of different 

phrases 

metaphor: an implicit cross-domain similitude 

morpheme: the smallest phonologically realized unit of language that has its own meaning, 

either a word or a part of a word 

parison: two or more phrases or clauses with the same close syntacIc structure;  

musically, two or more phrases with the same harmonic structure 

personifica@on: figuring an abstracIon as a person 

phoneme: one of the smallest units of speech that make one word different from another word, 

i.e., speech sounds 

ploke: the occurrence of the same lexeme at least twice;  

musically, the occurrence of the same note at least twice 

rhyme: the occurrence of the same syllable or series of syllables at the end of lexical items 

seman@c: having to do with the meanings of words 

simile: an explicit cross-domain comparison, with a lexical marker such as “like” or “as” 

symploce: compound figure of epanaphora and epiphora 

syntac@c: relaIng to the grammaIcal arrangement of words in a sentence  
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Appendix 4: Figures in Tchaikovsky, “Old French Song” 
 
VariaIonal chiasmus: 

 
 
 
Ploke: 

 
 
Symploce: 

 
 
Anadiplosis: 

 
 

A A B B 
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Epizeuxis: 

 
 
Isocolon: 

 
 
Parison: 
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Appendix 5: Figures in de la Monnoye, “Pat-a-pan” 
 
VariaIonal chiasmus: 
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Anadiplosis: 
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Epanaphora: 
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Isocolon: 
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Appendix 6: Figures in Schumann, “Waltz in A Minor” 
 
Fixed full chiasmus: 
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Epanaphora: 
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Anadiplosis: 
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Epizeuxis: 
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Ploke: 
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Isocolon: 
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AnIclimax: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

cont’d 
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Parison: 

 
 
 

 
 
 

cont’d 
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Appendix 7: Figures in Williams, “Dream-Land #1” 
 
Fixed melodic and rhythmic chiasmus: 

 
 
Climax:  
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Anadiplosis: 

 
 

 
 
Isocolon: 
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Appendix 8: Figures in Williams, “Dream-Land #2” 
 
Fixed melodic and rhythmic chiasmus: 
 

 
 
 
Mesodiplosis: 
 

 
 
 
Anadiplosis: 
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Appendix 9: Figures in Amrouche, “Chant de procession de l’oncle 2” 
 
Fixed full chiasmus: 
 

 
 

 
Epinaphora: 
 

 
 

Anadiplosis: 
 

 
 

Epizeuxis: 
 

 v v v v v 
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Isocolon:  
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Appendix 10: Figures in Davis and Mitchell, “You Are My Sunshine” 
 
Fixed full chiasmus: 

 
 

 
Mesodiplosis: 
 

 
 
 
Anadiplosis: 
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Isocolon: 
 

 
 
 
Ploke: 
 

 
 
 

Epizeuxis: 
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Symploce: 
 

 
 
 

AnIthesis: 
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Appendix 11: Figures in “Frere Jacques” 
 
AnIthesis:  

 
 
Ploke: 
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Epizeuxis: 

 
 

Anadiplosis: 
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Epanaphora: 

 
 

Epiphora: 
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Isocolon: 

 
 

Metaphor: 

 


